
Exclusive educational programs and professional development opportunities designed to keep you at the

forefront of the management consulting industry.

Networking events that connect you with mentors, peers and leaders in the field, allowing you to share

knowledge and cultivate important relationships.

A suite of online tools and resources to support your consulting practice, including research databases,

templates, and best practice guides.

The opportunity to engage in mentorship programs where you can either receive guidance or offer your

expertise to emerging consultants.

Access to our job board, highlighting opportunities tailored for management consultants seeking new

challenges.

As a Member of CMC-Canada, you have access to a wealth of resources that can enrich your professional

journey. This includes:

Leverage these benefits to maximize your potential and continue to uphold the standards of excellence

associated with the CMC designation.

Benefits of Membership

Seize the opportunity to advance your career by registering for free to pursue the prestigious CMC
designation, symbolizing excellence in consulting. Join a global community of consultants dedicated to
ethics, rigorous assessment, and continuous learning, enhancing both your professional credibility and

consultancy expertise and get started on earning the only globally recognized designation for
management consultants. 

CMC Designation

https://www.cmc-canada.ca/Communities


ABOUT THE ACADEMIC PARTNER PROGRAM

Please ensure to use your personal email when
registering to allow for continuous
communication and information directly from CMC-
Canada.

Register for your FREE membership 

Earning your CMC designation

Upon completion of University of Regina’s MBA program, you will have the following equivalencies to the CMC

designation:

CMC Educational Requirement Mapped University of Regina Course

Essentials of Management Consulting course GBUS 867

Project Management course GBUS 865

Interpersonal/Personal Skills courses (two courses required to
meet equivalency)

GBUS 817 & GBUS 873

University of Regina students and faculty enjoy FREE CMC-Canada membership, recognized courses fulfilling CMC

educational requirements, and complimentary access to Methodologies: Tools and Techniques of the Profession.

This streamlined pathway supports your journey to becoming a knowledgeable and ethical management consultant.

Please note, CMC-Canada membership is essential for accessing the Methodologies.

https://www.uregina.ca/business/levene/cmc.html

